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- Walking the path alone
- Concluding thoughts
Case 1: The thesis

Issue: A local business demanded removal of a graduate student’s master’s thesis

Resolution: Removed the paper and the abstract from the IR record

Challenges: Content removal; purpose of theses and dissertations; academic/first amendment freedoms(?)
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Case 2: The student newspaper

Issue: Former student requested removal of an issue of the student newspaper

Resolution: Redacted student’s name from several issues; revised IR policy

Challenges: IR policy; access and privacy; access and authenticity
Case 3: The news release

**Issue:** An individual requested removal of his name from search results

**Resolution:** Redacted his name

**Challenges:** Privacy; Open Access
Walking the path alone
Concluding thoughts

• We will encounter situations that challenge our policies or our professional values
  • Remain aware of slippery slopes
  • In some cases, there is no "best" solution

• We may not like to remove/redact content from our IRs, but sometimes we must

• Make friends with your institution’s legal counsel

• Repeated “problems" can point to unrelated, underlying issues

• Hard cases aren't always obviously hard
Thank you.

Questions?

wendy.walker@mso.umt.edu